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Potential for Peace in Burma or Regional Instability? 

Comment on the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement proposed by the Government of 

Burma/Myanmar 

Introduction  

Burma,1 also known as Myanmar2, has been plagued by a complex civil war since the 

independence of the country in 1948. To bring this to an end, a dialogue process between the 

ruling regime led by President Thein Sein and the ethnic armed groups (hereafter ‘EAOs’) has 

been taking place for about three years now since it commenced in 2011. On November 2, 2013, 

a conference was held in Laiza, the headquarters of the Kachin Independence Organization 

(‘KIO’), in Kachin State, with the participation of almost all the major EAOs. There, the ethnic 

leaders reached a common agreement for, inter alia, the establishment of a federal union 

coupled with a federal army, as a crucial part of a new political framework.  

 

                                                           
1 During her visit to Germany on April 12, 2014, Mrs. Aung San Suu Kyi elaborated why she continues using the 

name of the country, Burma rather than the term Myanmar.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=643051012430011&set=vb.100001753555387&type=2&theater 
2 In this paper, ‘Myanmar’ is stated as the name of the country only at this point. Hereinafter, the term 

‘Myanmar’ will represent the majority ethnic nationality, in terms of number of population, in the country, 

Burma.   

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=643051012430011&set=vb.100001753555387&type=2&theater
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Following the Laiza Conference, government delegates met ethnic leaders in Myitkyina, 

the capital of the Kachin State, on November 4, 2013. There, they handed over their proposed 

nationwide ceasefire agreement to the latter. The proposed agreement is intended to be 

nationwide, that is, to be agreed upon by all parties in the conflict, rather than by the individual 

groups, and also to be effective across the entire country, rather than a part of it or a constituent 

unit of the Union. The idea is that if a common agreement can be reached by both sides – the 

government as well as the EAOs – it may become a law applicable throughout the whole 

country. 

The second conference of the EAOs was conducted in Lawkeela, the headquarters of 

the Karen National Union, Karen State at the end of January, 2014. It came up with a parallel 

proposed agreement. Instead of insisting that the EAOs sign their original proposed Ceasefire 

Agreement, the government ignored it and agreed to draft a new proposed agreement in 

consultation with leaders of the EAOs. To this end, a meeting was held in Yangon on April 5-

8, 2014. Although no substantial agreement has been reached, both sides will meet again in 

May, 2014.  

These movements towards peace are happening in Burma. In this regard, the collective 

efforts of the EAOs must be recognized. Likewise, the attitude of the government is noteworthy, 

as it has to a certain extent expressed a willingness to establish and maintain a dialogue. In spite 

of that, the expectation for the emergence of genuine peace is still low.  There continues to be 

suspicion, rather than trust, and fears that the government may continue to insist on its original 

proposed Ceasefire Agreement of November 4, 2013.  

As such, it is necessary to probe that document 3 to determine if it could be a crucial 

stepping stone for a long-lasting genuine peace in Burma, and to do so from the perspectives of 

international and national laws, with the underpinning of the Rule of Law and human rights.  

At the same time, such analysis must attend to the political background of the country. This 

paper is a brief analysis reflecting common opinions of some international legal academicians, 

who are also members of the International Advisory Board of the Legal Aid Network (LAN). 

Character of the agreement 

 The title given to the agreement is ‘The Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement between the 

Union of the Republic of Myanmar and the Ethnic Armed Organisations’. Not only the title but 

also the content of the entire text emphasize ceasefire.  

 

‘Ceasefire’ has become a semi-official term in Burma, having first been used in May 

1989 by the United Wa State Party (UWSP). In the 25 years since then, the regime has entered 

a number of ceasefires with one ethnic armed organization after another. However, given that 

those ceasefire agreements did not lead to a peaceful and genuine political solutions, resumption 

of fighting occurred in ethnic areas such as Karenni, Shan, and Kachin States.   

 

                                                           
3 In the meeting between the representatives of the government and those of the EAOs held in Yangoon on April 

5-8, 2014, both sides mainly discussed the new draft – with a seal stating ‘Secret’ – submitted by the office of the 

Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces, rather than the previous one proposed by the government on November 4, 

2013. In spite of having some developments in the second, in terms of essence, the two drafts are not much 

different, regardless of whether they use the name of the government or the Armed Forces as the presenter. This 

analysis is still relevant to both drafts.    
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Ceasefires are imperative in any country where armed conflicts have been taking place. 

If there is no immediate ceasefire, a political dialogue cannot normally be held. However, it is 

not the case for Burma now. The regime has already entered ceasefire agreements with almost 

all ethnic armed groups previously. 

  

Out of the remaining two, the regime has been in agreement with the KIO, one of the 

major ethnic armed forces, to reduce the armed conflicts on May 30, 2013. Since then, despite 

some sporadic skirmishes, there was no serious fighting up to the first week of April 2014, for 

over ten months. Nevertheless, people have concern now about some powerful military 

offensives launched by the armed forces of the government against the KIO4 - in violation of 

that agreement again – and other EAOs commencing from April 10, 2014.5  

 

 

War victims fleeing from fighting areas in Kachin and Shan states, whilst heading towards the China-Burma 

border. (Photo- John San Lin) 

 

If the regime keeps that agreement with the KIO, and if it does not exercise an 

annihilation policy against the remaining Taang National Liberation Army, all issues 

surrounding peace can and should be scrutinized by the parties in depth and reasonable solutions 

should be jointly sought as soon as possible. The case of Kenya should be observed wherein 

peace related issues were resolved within a few months with the effective intervention of the 

international community and a national accord was produced.6 

 

The conventional wisdom among conflict resolution practitioners indicates that 

ceasefire agreements should not be overly burdened with matters that are best left for 

subsequent negotiations. However, given the abovementioned previous practices of the 

Myanmar7 military regimes, which deferred the political dialogue for 25 years in the aftermath 

of the ceasefires exposing one reason after another, it is apparent that the forthcoming 

agreement should, at minimum, comprise core provisions which would lay down a foundation 

for genuine peace, as a priority, whilst effectively facilitating the nationwide ceasefire.   

 

                                                           
4 1. Joint Statement of the humanitarian assistance organizations, April 14, 2014: 

        https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5uXEhFP_PLIUkNHdlFiSUJ1aGc/edit?usp=sharing 

   2.Kachin Land News, April 17, 2014: http://kachinlandnews.com/?p=24326 
5   https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5uXEhFP_PLIZWJiRDA0N1dvWUU/edit?usp=sharing 

     http://www.irrawaddy.org/burma/5000-displaced-kachin-clashes-amid-kio-leaders-us-visit.html 
6 Kenya National Accord and Reconciliation Act 2008, at  

http://www.lcil.cam.ac.uk/sites/default/files/LCIL/documents/transitions/Kenya_9_National_Accord_and_Recon

ciliation_Act.pdf. 
7 Here, the term Myanmar also represents the majority nationality which forms the Armed Forces of the State, 

Burma. This issue is discussed on page 29. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5uXEhFP_PLIZWJiRDA0N1dvWUU/edit?usp=sharing
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In light of this, the title can be simplified just as an agreement between the two parties 

in conflict, as was the case for Indonesia (Aceh) and some other countries. This may push the  

dialogue surrounding peace related issues to the forefront and, as a result, genuine peace in 

Burma might be possible.   

Risk of ceasefire agreement being overridden by “existing laws” 

The ceasefire agreement contains several provisions subordinating its implementation 

to “the existing laws”. A hint of the purported supremacy of “existing laws” is found already in 

the general principle to govern the agreement contained in the preamble:  “[T]o end current 

armed conflicts through a ceasefire which does not oppose the existing laws” [emphasis added]. 

While the EAOs are obliged to comply with “existing laws” as part of their implementation of 

the ceasefire (sections 3c and 3e), there is no corresponding duty for the Government (see also 

below comment on asymmetry of obligations).    

On one level, it is obvious that anything agreed has to be consistent with law to be valid 

and have legitimacy. But, one problem with the term “existing laws” is uncertainty as to which 

laws are being referred to: Would it be the national laws only or also laws existing in the areas 

controlled by the EAOs? What about international law, in particular international human rights 

law? Nor is it clear what the temporal scope of the “existing laws” is: Is reference being made 

only to laws in existence at the time of signing of the ceasefire agreement or also to laws which 

might come into existence after conclusion of the agreement? It seems obvious that laws 

enacted after the agreement is signed could affect implementation of the ceasefire agreement in 

ways that not all the parties could foresee at the time of signing.  

To the extent that norms extraneous to the ceasefire agreement are to be given any effect 

at all, that should be spelled out in the agreement. It should be clear which level of laws (national 

or local) shall apply as well as whether such laws include those arising after the agreement is 

signed. In order to promote foreseeability as to which extraneous norms might come to apply, 

it is preferable to include a select enumeration of the most directly applicable laws, rather than, 

as the proposal does, make a blanket reference to “existing laws”. 

In the light of the government’s proposal, the previous bilateral agreements with several 

EAOs will be reinforced and validated only if they are not contrary to the existing laws. Who 

is going to make decisions on that? Does it mean that the government will cancel any previous 

agreement unilaterally? Does it also indicate that some of the earlier agreement may be extra-

legal?  If so, they would not stand, even though they are referred to in the government’s draft 

agreement. 

Preamble 

Whereas positive commitments8 provided for in the Preamble are valuable, other 

provisions are not helpful, specifically those referring to non-disintegration of the Union and 

                                                           
8 ‘Wishing to strive for further burgeoning of the eternal principles: namely justice, liberty, equality and 

perpetuation of peace and prosperity of the national peoples; 

 

Adopting racial equality, living eternally in unity fostering the firm Union spirit of true patriotism; 

 
Upholding the particularities of the diverse ethnic nationalities as well as dignity of the individuals while 

committing to bring their history, culture, language, literature and national characteristics a reality’. 
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non-disintegration of national unity.  Given the history of the conflict and the fragility of the 

future sought to be forged, these should be excluded as the authorities can invoke them as 

justifications for oppression of peaceful efforts in order to reform a basic structure of the Union 

and to promote national unity on the basis of equal rights and self-determination for the ethnic 

nationalities. 

 
The Leaders of the Kachin Independence Army (KIA)                      A military parade of the KIA  
                                 

 
 

Following a 17 year long ceasefire, fighting between government forces and the KIA 

reignited in 2011. It created around 120,000 Internally Displaced Persons (‘IDPs’), in addition 

to serious human rights abuses. This round of fighting saw the most powerful military offensive 

during the 65 years long civil war launched by the Myanmar armed forces, by using jet fighters, 

helicopters and heavy artilleries. Two Myanmar Army helicopters and possibly one aircraft 

were shot down by the KIA during the heavy fighting and the Myanmar Army suffered a 

staggering death toll of 5,000 casualties9 as per the recent report.   

Even in the areas where ceasefires are still in force, for example in the Shan area 

pursuant to an agreement made between the regime and the Shan ethnic armed organization 

SSPP/SSA in January 2012, breaches of the ceasefire have regularly occurred.10 

 
              A military column of the Shan State Army and the leaders of the SSA 

 

 
 

In forthcoming dialogue processes, the parties should be obliged to declare a 

commitment to consider the causes that lie behind the frequent breakdown of ceasefires, and to 

pre-empt these from destroying the peace this time. More importantly in the longer term, if 

Burma is to move forward, conventional wisdom is that it can only be with a genuine process 

of dealing with the past, which involves examining the root causes of the conflict itself. But 

that can only come from a position of relative stability and peace in the country, and the 

                                                           
9 See http://www.irrawaddy.org/burma/army-lost-2-helicopters-suffered-heavy-personnel-losses-past-kachin-

offensive-report.html.  
10 Statement made by Colonel Pan Pha from the SSPP/SSA, at https://www.facebook.com/excellencemedia 

http://www.irrawaddy.org/burma/army-lost-2-helicopters-suffered-heavy-personnel-losses-past-kachin-offensive-report.html. 
http://www.irrawaddy.org/burma/army-lost-2-helicopters-suffered-heavy-personnel-losses-past-kachin-offensive-report.html. 
https://www.facebook.com/excellencemedia
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existence of a political space for dialogue and discussion – all that presumes that there is a 

ceasefire that holds, and leads into a peace agreement. The peace agreement would have to set 

out a vision for Burma’s future, and a roadmap, and that needs to have grounding in the realties. 

For example, the ethnic nationalities feel that the underlying issues of the entire civil war are 

centred on the abuses and mismanagement of their natural resources by the government.11 Thus, 

if from the very start there is to be “no blame” and no way of addressing the root causes in 

future, there is little hope that for a comprehensive agreement that can really take Burma 

forward. It is imperative to have a nationwide ceasefire that is meaningful, one that will 

explicitly facilitate and expedite the peace seeking processes.   

Goals and Objectives 

In general, the government’s proposed Ceasefire Agreement is vague and lacking in a 

number of areas that increase the risk of breakdown due to simple misunderstandings and lack 

of common agreement on fine details. For example, it is imperative that the parties are to cease 

hostilities, and obviously the parties need to be clear what this means. The present vague 

statement about “accept the ceasefire unconditionally” is not sufficient, and the following 

chapters create uncertainty, in spite of having some positive provisions.  

Federal Union 

The proposed Agreement is distinctly filled with asymmetric provisions, and equality 

between the parties is missing. It is clearly based on a logic that sees the government in a 

superior position, whilst subjugating the EAOs to them.  

The Agreement does not reflect the history and political spectrum of the country, for 

example the reality that Myanmar as well as non-Myanmar ethnic states existed independently 

in history. Except for the Karenni state, all of Burma was occupied by the British who imposed 

a colonial system of governance. With the Pang Long pact, signed by the leaders of Myanmar, 

Kachin, Shan and Chin ethnic nationalities on February 12, 1947, an agreement was reached to 

found a united independent State, Burma; and as a result, the country gained independence from 

the British. The independence of the Karenni State in history was even impliedly recognized 

by the 1947 Constitution of Burma. 

                           Leaders of the Karenni National Progressive Party and Its Army 

  

                                                           
11 Rachel Vandenbrink, “Kachin-Yunnan Timber Trade Hampering Peace Process in Myanmar”, at 

http://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/kachin-01172014180515.html#.UttH1tsS2m5.facebook 

    BBC Burmese Radio Report on April 20, 2014: Government announced that fighting between its armed forces 

and the KIO reignited as the former attempted, inter alia, to protect natural resources.  

 

http://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/kachin-01172014180515.html#.UttH1tsS2m5.facebook
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Various ethnic nationalities and their states joined hands together to gain independence 

from the British and they jointly created independent Burma.  

However, successive ruling regimes came to ignore the legitimate expectations and 

entitlements of the ethnic nationalities, and civil war broke out. 

The historical and political background of the country has proven that peace can be 

achieved only when the country is transformed into a Federal Union consisting of ethnic states 

exercising their right to self-determination12 – a term which has never appeared in any 

constitution of Burma. Since 1961, the ethnic leaders have been consecutively demanding for 

the establishment of a Federal Union. With reference to this, U Shwe Mahn, a former military 

General and the chairperson of the People’s Assembly – the legislative body constituted under 

the 2008 Constitution – even assigned two MPs to draft a federal law on November 2, 2012, 

with the instruction that the will of the ethnic nationalities should be realized. However, 

unfortunately, such law has not yet been enacted. Demand for a Federal Union has been 

reaffirmed by the EAO’s Laiza and Lawkeela conferences, held in November, 2013 and 

January, 2014 respectively. The ceasefire is not the place to pursue such matters, but the 

document must not stifle or block such legitimate aspirations, which are key for taking Burma 

forward.  

This leads to the question: what is the major objective of the nationwide ceasefire, as a 

whole? It should not merely be a “ceasefire” of the type used by successive ruling military 

regimes for a quarter of century. The recent articulation of the regime – “To find solutions for 

peace” – can be presumed as a step forward, but this is not enough. Without resolving 

underlying political and legal issues of the country, truce or lack of fighting can be defined and 

articulated by the ruling regime as “peace”, as was the case before. The ceasefire cannot deal 

with these matters, but it has to have a built-in commitment by the parties to engage in peace 

negotiations and dialogue on the way forward beyond that. 

               Referring their entry into ceasefires with many EAOs, the previous military regimes 

– the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) and the State Peace and Development 

Council (SPDC) – hoodwinked the international community into believing that the country was 

enjoying peace. However, it has never been a reality. If the incumbent government led by the 

President Thein Sein, also a former military General and the Prime Minister of the SPDC, 

genuinely desires peace, the regime needs to prove it by diverting from the previous path taken 

by its predecessors. In the view of the ethnic nationalities, there is only one way to do this – the 

government must demonstrate its commitment to a Federal Union with the ethnic states as 

constituent units exercising equal rights and self-determination and start with enshrining this in 

the ceasefire agreement, citing it as one of the major objectives to come out of the longer peace-

making process. This is not, from the perspective of the ethnic nationalities, an unreasonable 

request, given that that Aung San, a national hero who led independence of Burma, himself 

guaranteed the right to secession of the ethnic states from the union. This right was also 

provided for in the 1947 Constitution.  

The Rule of Law 

 The Rule of Law, as an “eternal principle,” should also be included as a major objective, 

rather than placing it in a tiny corner merely vis-à-vis police. There cannot be a viable peace or 

                                                           
12 Autonomy within a federal system. 
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Federal Union without commitment to the Rule of Law. Case studies of countries in similar 

situations need to be observed, and lessons drawn from the experience within Burma itself. 

 One example is as follows. Since the ceasefire with the Wa states in May 1989, the 

military regime has recognised the formal existence of the United Wa States Party (‘UWSP’) 

and its army. This is in fact contrary to existing laws such as the 1908 Unlawful Association 

Act and the 1988 Law Relating to Forming of Organizations. The continued separate and 

independent existence of the United Wa State Army (‘UWSA’) has been violating Article 338 

of the 2008 Constitution, which provides “All the armed forces in the Union shall be under the 

command of the Defense Services.” The government has not just recognised the UWSP but it 

has also recognized their controlled areas in the north eastern part of the Shan State. 

This liberal approach is not practised in an even-handed way. Quite recently, the ruling 

regime declared that it would take legal action against about 53 organizations – NGOs as well 

as people’s organizations - functioning in the Rakhine State. The stated ground is that these 

organisations have not been legalised,13 which means that they have not yet formally registered 

in accordance with the existing laws; and, as such, the leaders of those organizations can be 

subject to legal action . As a precedent, inter alia, nine Shan ethnic leaders were sentenced to 

five years imprisonment charged under Section 6 of the 1988 Law Relating to Forming of 

Organizations in 2005, for their attempt merely to establish the Shan State Academics 

Consultative Council as a civil society organization but not an armed group.14 Although the 

existence and operation of the UWSP and the UWSA, which is a fully functional armed force, 

have never been legalized, no action was taken for 25 years now. Application or non-application 

of the existing laws depends on selectivity being practiced by the government. This state of 

affairs makes the Rule of Law a ‘ghastly parody’15 as the government does not operate under 

the law but merely through it.16 

 

 

                                                           
13 BBC radio report, March 15, 2014: Interview of Rakhine MP U Aung Myat Kyaw. Legal action can be taken 

against an organization if it continues to exist and pursue activities after the application of that organization is 

formally rejected or it is not permitted to form officially, under Section 5 (c) of the 1988 Law Relating to 

Forming of Organizations.  
14 (1) U Hkun Htun Oo, (2) U Sai Nyunt Lwin (3) U Sao Ten, (4) U Myint Oo, (5) U Nyi Nyi Moe, (6) U Sai Myo 

Win Htun, (7) U Htun Nyo, (8) Sai Hla Aung and (9) Sao Thar Oo. A brief summary of the Court’s rationale is as 

follows: 

1) The defendants tried to establish the Shan State Academics Consultative Council. At the time of the 

ceremony celebrating the 15th Anniversary of the Cease-Fire, the said Council was formed.   

2) Topics discussed in the third meeting of the said Council and statements released after the meeting 

contained words that disparaged the proper functioning of the State and appeared to have as their purpose 

the hindrance of the government from running the State. 

3) It is clear that the council led by the defendants is an association that the State has prohibited and, if 

already organized, no activities shall be carried out in accordance with Section 5(c). Accordingly, the 

establishment of the council organized by the defendants violated Section 5(c); thus, all defendants 

committed a crime under this Section. 
15 Geoffrey de Q. Walker, THE RULE OF LAW; FOUNDATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY (Melbourne 

University Press, 1988) p. 5. 
16 Ibid., p. 4. 
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                                      The Military Columns of the United Wa State Army 

 

The People’s Assembly (known as the Hluttaw in Burmese language) – the legislative 

body constituted under the 2008 Constitution – never discussed this serious issue of selectivity 

in the application of the law. By articulating its slogan, “Above the Hluttaw, there exists only 

sky”, the Hluttaw places the law under it. When the Hluttaw ignores this issue, the law is 

keeping silent and this jeopardizes the Rule of Law.  

The government clearly is not troubled by this matter. More importantly, the 

Constitutional Tribunal has never ruled in this matter of governmental recognition of the 

existence and operation of the UWSA, notwithstanding the fact that it has the power to review 

executive action.17 The government’s Armed Forces never engaged the UWSA for a quarter of 

the century. Both parties – the successive ruling military regimes as well as the UWSP – have 

been benefiting, despite the fact that the situation impairs, at minimum, the Rule by Law, let 

alone the Rule of Law. How has the regime benefitted?  

From 1976 to 1988, the Burma Communist Party (CPB) – which was based in Wa 

territory, located in the north-eastern part of Shan State – was the major armed group 

threatening the military regime. The soldiers in the BCP’s army were of Wa ethnic nationality. 

On April 18, 1989, the Wa soldiers rose up against the BCP leaders, expelled them to China,18 

and formed their own organization – the United Wa State Party (UWSP).19  

Taking advantage of that situation, the military regime entered a ceasefire with the 

UWSP and provided a formal recognition of the existence of its territory, organization and 

army, by violating laws in force without making any legalization process for the UWSP for 25 

years now.  

Afterwards, the military regime shifted many of its major armed forces which encircled 

the Wa territory in the north-eastern part of Shan State, to the south-eastern part of the country 

                                                           
17 Article 322 (c) of the 2008 Constitution of Myanmar provides as follows: 
    ῝vetting whether the measures of the executive authorities of the Union, the Regions, States, and the Self-

Administered Areas are in conformity with the Constitution or not”. 
18 ῝Burma in the Darkness” by Win Tint Tun, published on May 27, 2009, p. 498, published by the Democratic 

Party for New Society (Information Department) and Light House Bulletin Colleagues (Japan) 
19 Ibid. p. 499 
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– where Karen, Karenni and Mon states were located – and launched military offensives against 

the other EAOs there, occupied their territories, maintained its political power, and continued 

exploiting their natural resources. It could do so only when the UWSA and its military 

manoeuvres have been kept under constraint by conducting measures which are contrary to the 

laws in force.  

               The Military Columns of the Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA) 

 

The UWSP also benefits. The absence of fighting has freed it to focus on economic 

interest; taking advantage of regional geo-political concern of China, it has been gaining 

material support – including, among others, a few helicopters – from there;20 as the organization 

is no longer required to use its man power and resources for military purpose, their army has 

been reinforced up to the one which becomes the strongest army out of all ethnic armed forces 

and it has reportedly about 30,000 number.21  

It appears that, under such circumstance, those of Wa ethnicity are enjoying their right 

to self-determination – albeit negating their secession right – given that they govern their 

respective territory, form their own army and conduct their self-rule, without any 

embarrassment from the successive ruling military regimes. Undoubtedly, it is good for them 

so long as they do not get involved in narcotic drugs trafficking and other criminalities,22 and 

transform their society into a democratic and transparent one. However, it may not be fair and 

just when the Wa alone enjoy it at the expense of other ethnic nationalities, who have been 

seeking for similar ends. Hence, this situation needs to be scrutinized from the aspect of the 

Rule of Law.   

Firstly, one of the genuine principles of the Rule of Law, inter alia, is that equal 

situations shall be treated equally. Undisputed facts indicate that other non-Myanmar ethnic 

states, such as Kachin, Chin, Shan, Arakan, Mon, Karen, Karenni, etc. – which existed 

independently in history –  constituted Burma. Even if Wa territory is regarded as a state, which 

may be equivalent to the status of other abovementioned ethnic states – constituent units of the 

Union – the latter shall also have the right to enjoy equal status, at minimum, similar to Wa. 

                                                           
20 Statement of Bertil Lintner, a Swedish journalist who specialized ethnic issues in Burma; It was reported in 

Messenger Journal, published on December 16, 2013.  
21 https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5uXEhFP_PLIQXktOXg1VXRoZzA/edit?usp=sharing 
22 Bertil Lintner, ῝Doing Wrong to do Good”: http://www2.irrawaddy.org/article.php?art_id=9482 
https://bookshop.iseas.edu.sg/publication/1342 

http://books.google.com.au/books/about/The_United_Wa_State_Party.html?id=wbO6AAAAIAAJ 

http://www.elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=4777:wa-s-leaders-and-

china-held-talk-on-peace-and-drugs&catid=32:politics&Itemid=354 

https://bookshop.iseas.edu.sg/publication/1342
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Unfortunately, this is not taking place. The right to self-determination of other non-Myanmar 

ethnic nationalities have been consistently denied by  successive military regimes although such 

right has been granted to Wa nationals in practice since May 1989. The action of the regime is 

discriminatory and against the Rule of Law.  

Secondly, from the aspect of the ‘institutional approach’ which is to maintain the Rule 

of Law,23 if the UWSA contributes to protection of not only local ethnic nationalities – in 

addition to Wa – but also territorial integrity and sovereignty of the entire Union, its existence 

must be legalized. To this end, the 2008 Constitution and other organic laws need to be 

amended; and, the UWSA should be incorporated as part of the national Armed Forces under 

the law. In doing so, the Rule of Law will be facilitated.  

Unfortunately, it has not yet been a reality for 25 years now. Such a situation, which 

contradicts the Rule of Law, engenders concern that the existence of the UWSA may be granted 

merely up to the period until the other EAOs, which have been struggling for equal rights and 

self-determination, have been annihilated – or at minimum, neutralized24 – by the regime after 

the nationwide ceasefire. Hence, it means that the UWSA survives now at the expense of the 

other EAOs; its current existence – which is de facto but not in strict accordance with any law 

– may cause a serious problem later; and, like other EAOs, it may also face a similar fate  in 

the end. Needless to say, this is part of a strategy of ‘divide and rule’, which while it may work 

for the government, does nothing for the overall prospects for peace amongst the peoples of 

Burma. 

Thirdly, from the aspect of ‘value’ approach which is also to uphold the Rule of Law, 

individuals shall be allowed to pursue their own values and purposes25 and the general welfare 

of society shall be sought by the government commonly in the entire country. However, while 

people residing in the Wa territory under the protection of the UWSA enjoy access to those 

values – at minimum, personal security - those inhabiting other ethnic states lack this basic 

entitlement. This is because the regime conspicuously favours the UWSP over all other EAOs 

only for the fact that the latter has powerful military force. For other EAOs, the lesson learnt 

from the UWSP is that the stronger the armed force they establish, the better they can protect 

their own people. With this underpinning, an undeclared competition for greater military power 

has been taking place not only between the ruling regime and the EAOs, but also among the 

EAOs themselves, whilst wrecking stability, which is requisite for economic development. This 

is detrimental to the entire society.  

In 2009, the former military regime, the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC), 

forced the EAOs with whom it had entered into ceasefires – including the UWSP and the Kachin 

Independence Organization (KIO) – to transform into Border Guard Forces under its total 

control. In addition to many others, both organizations rejected the government’s proposal. 

Since then, the question of the Rule of Law has become ever more pressing. It is because 

although the regime has been launching military offensives – sometimes powerful while at other 

times sporadic - against the KIO commencing from June 2009, no military action was taken 

against the UWSP at all.   

                                                           
23 Supra. Note. 11. p. 9 
24 http://www.irrawaddy.org/burma/magazine-politics/nationwide-ceasefire-agreement.html 
25 Supra, 11. p. 11 
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Even though a ‘pure law’ state remains a pipe dream at this point in time, the people of 

the country should not live under a ‘pure power’ state. The power of the government to make 

war or peace can be regarded as a purely executive act, but it is regulated by international and 

national laws.26 ‘Divide and rule’ may have been an effective government strategy, but if there 

is to be a lasting peace with the forging of a new relationship with the EAOs, the Executive 

does need to be open and transparent, and desist from arbitrariness and selectivity which fuel 

mistrust. The regime needs to be even-handed in its dealings with the EAOs, and stop playing 

them off against each other, which has not been the case to date.   

 
The Kachin Independence Army soldiers received the body of a KIA soldier, tortured and killed  

by the Myanmar Armed Forces on June 9, 2011. (Photo U.S. Campaign for Burma) 

 

For the time being, the dialogue processes are under way.  An underlying question, is 

how the existence and operation of the EAOs can be legalized. To address this, the background 

of the EAOs should be briefly explored. In 1958, the democratic regime initiated a policy – 

known as ‘Exchange of weapons with democracy.’ This involved the disarming of fighters from 

the ethnic groups that had taken up arms. However, it failed. Although over 1,000 armed 

personnel from the Mon and Pa-oh ethnic organizations surrendered under it, a few years later 

they took up arms again, disenchanted with the government’s so-called democracy and the lack 

of self-determination for ethnic nationalities.27 They have continued their armed struggle to the 

present.  

Historically, in addition to Myanmar, Rakhine and Mon ethnic nationalities established 

their own independent kingdoms. The Rakhine kingdom was conquered by Myanmar kings 

before the British occupied Burma, and later it was ceded to the British in 1826. The 40 years 

of protracted war between the two kingdoms and their dynasties – Myanmar and Mon – was 

quite conspicuous, with the Myanmar kingdom eventually triumphing. Mon nationalism did 

not go away, and the newly emerged New Mon State Party (‘NMSP’) is playing a leading role 

in the current negotiation processes. If the ruling regime led by President Thein Sein insists on 

a surrender policy against the EAOs, including the NMSP, that is, to primarily impose military 

pressure upon them and insist on unconditional surrender, while nudging a mere ceasefire, 

without resolving underlying political issues – surrounding equal rights and self-determination 

                                                           
26 Ibid 12, p. 15. 
27 The incumbent Pa-oh ethnic resistance group is the Pa-oh National Liberation Organization (PNLO) led by 

Khun Myint Tun, replacing Col Hkun Okker.  
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of the ethnic nationalities – and seeking peace agreement as a top priority,   it would be 

unrealistic and too difficult to become a reality.28 

                                   The Army of the New Mon State Party and its Leaders 

 

In the aftermath of the 1988 coup, the ensuing military regimes adopted two policies 

which continue to be practiced by the incumbent regime. One is to insist on unconditional 

surrender of the EAOs; and another is to force them to transform into a Border Guard Force 

(‘BGF’). However, both policies failed.   

In regard to the first policy, the experience of the Palaung ethnic armed group – known 

as the Palaung State Liberation Organization, the only group which completely surrendered in 

April, 2005 – is instructive. When the ceremony of surrender was conducted, the incumbent 

President – the then Deputy General Thein Sein – attended. The PSLO chairperson was forced 

to declare that the organization as well as its army had ceased to exist, and the regime claimed 

victory. Some years later, the Palaung ethnic nationalities re-organized themselves, took up 

their weapons again, re-established themselves as an armed group renamed the Taang National 

Liberation Army. This army, which is growing, has been fighting against the regime for some 

years now. 

                                The Taang National Liberation Army 

  

In regard to the second policy, apart from some very small and fragile groups, no major 

ethnic armed organization transformed itself into the BGF.   

            History has proved that unethical policies, practiced by the successive ruling regimes 

since the independence of the country to annihilate the EAOs in one way or another, utterly 

failed militarily and socially. An example can be cited. In 1980, when the KIO leaders asked 

                                                           
28 1. Statement made by Nai Han Tha, the General Secretary of the NMSP as well as top leader of the peace 

negotiating team representing almost all EAOs in Yangon, on March 20, 2014. 

    2. AFP news on April 28, 2014: 

    https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5uXEhFP_PLIX3JoTGRCbGNKZVE/edit?usp=sharing 
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for internal self-determination during the negotiations with the previous regime, led by ex. Gen. 

Ne Win, this was rejected with the justification that the call of the KIO was not in accordance 

with the-then Constitution. This rejection of a core right of the Kachin people caused the 

negotiation process to shatter and hostilities resumed. The regime has continued to champion 

the 1974 Constitution whilst attacking the KIO.  The existence of the EAOs taking up arms 

against the government is, admittedly not consistent with a positive law reading of the 

Constitution. There is probably no country in the world that enshrines any group’s right to take 

up arms against the State or the government, and Burma is no exception. However, there are 

major root causes of the extreme dissatisfaction of the EAOs, founded in the government’s 

failure to honour this very same Constitution, as well as the Constitution’s significant failings.   

           One could draw an analogy between the ‘foot’ and ‘shoe’. The foot can be regarded as 

the EAOs whilst the shoe is the Constitution. If the foot does not fit into the shoe, what should 

be done?  Shouldn’t one get a shoe that fits correctly? The former military regime, led by Gen. 

Ne Win, attempted to slice the foot off in order to fit it with the shoe. He did not achieve success. 

The size of the foot – which represents the EAOs – has increased but the shoe – the 1974 

Constitution – was thrown away by the people during the 1988 uprisings.  

Now, the same issue has come to the fore again, like so many other issues that have 

never been properly dealt with. The incumbent regime claims that the existence of the EAOs is 

not in accordance with the 2008 Constitution .They say that as per the Constitution, only the 

national Armed Forces can exist as an armed group, all other militarised groups are unlawful. 

They claim that the entire country has to pay respect to the Constitution, as the supreme law of 

the land, and the EAOs must cease to exist. Just as in the past, the new government is making 

efforts to slice the foot off, rather than producing a new shoe that fits. It refuses to consider the 

grievances of the EAOs. It invokes the 2008 Constitution rhetorically, using it interchangeably 

with the Rule of Law. Actually, it is espousing the ‘Rule by Law’ but not the ‘Rule of Law’. 

The former is a positivistic approach that demands total adherence to a formal law no matter 

what its moral content. The latter encourages people to produce just, morally legitimate laws 

which are congruent with the realities of society and the democratic will of the people.  

The dichotomy between the ‘Rule by Law’ and the ‘Rule of Law’ is worthy to be 

observed from the aspect of, among others, ‘power and justice’ and ‘form and essence’. When 

the Rule by Law is practiced, power and form primarily dominate. Contrarily, when the Rule 

of Law is realized, justice and morality prevail. With regard to power, it is not important for the 

former where it originates, may be weapons or money or both; but for the latter, power must 

come from people; and, rather than power, it underlines justice. With regard to form and 

essence, the former emphasizes form whilst the latter underscores essential core values.  

The underpinning of the Rule of Law in Burma is not conducive to the achievement of 

genuine peace. Mr. Tomas OJ Quintana, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights 

Situation in Burma, made a public statement that although he recognized the two positive 

factors – media has become relatively independent and political prisoners were set free – he 

had serious concerns about the Rule of Law. The Special Rapporteur observed the following 

challenges: 

 the 2008 Constitution has granted a blanket amnesty;  

 draconian laws have not yet been abrogated;  

 the judiciary is still subservient to the executive;  
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 institutional reform has not yet been done;  

 the Myanmar National Human Rights Commission is not independent;  

 human rights violations – including against the Rohinja Muslim - taking place 

in Rakhine State have remained unattended;  

 in the case of Meikhtila religious conflict, a certain power controlled the mob 

systematically;  

 the government’s armed forces committed rapes and killings of people in Kachin 

state; and,  

 given the lack of criminal accountability, impunity is still prevailing in the entire 

country.29  

Further, Mr. Tomas Quintana publicly criticized the Chief Justice of Burma. At a public 

meeting in Stockholm, Sweden, he described how he discovered, from a meeting with the Chief 

Justice, that the senior jurist did not realize what the Rule of Law means nor appreciated the 

independence of the judiciary.30 He was shocked to learn that the Chief Justice even dismissed 

an application for Habeas Corpus simply because the applicant was not present in court.31  

In order to achieve genuine peace, the ruling regime is required to implement the Rule 

of Law, instead of the Rule by Law, not only in the peace agreement but also in all peace seeking 

processes. This is a demand of the EAOs. It is of course axiomatic that the EAOs themselves 

should practice the Rule of Law from beginning to end, including respecting human rights in 

the areas which they control.  

 

The Chairperson of the Karen National Union (KNU) – Gen. Mutu Say Poe, who wore a Karen traditional costume 

in red colour – stood amidst the former military leaders who turned themselves into civilian ministers, led by U Aung Min, the 

leading government negotiator, standing at the left side of the photo.  

A nationwide peace requires a nationwide strategy agreed in consultation with all the 

armed groups treated as equals. If the regime would like to have a ‘surrender policy’, it should 

be applicable to all EAOs and agreed with all of them. However, the Constitution raises major 

obstacles, for example in relation to the existence of armed opposition groups. With the 

government openly flouting the Constitution in relation to the UWSA, it cannot compel the 

other EAOs to disband on the grounds that their existence is unconstitutional. There are of 

course other significant problems with the Constitution, from the perspective of the EAOs. 

                                                           
29 He did so at the meetings with Civil Society organizations organized by the Civil Rights Defenders and the 

Swedish Burma Committee at Stockholm, Sweden, on March 19-20, 2014. During his 6 years term, he visited 

Burma for six times. The two meetings held in Stockholm were his last public meetings.  

http://responsibilitytoprotect.org/Quintana%20Report%20on%20Burma%20-%206%20March%202013.pdf 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
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Given that Rule of Law is a primary requirement, the only solution is constitutional change, 

whether a wholly new Constitution or amendment of the 2008 Constitution. The EAOs stated 

that they prefer the former rather than the latter, invoking the rigid amendment process provided 

for in the 2008 Constitution.32 

Even though almost all major EAOs are participating in the negotiation processes 

together, the UWSP and another Shan ethnic group, RCSS/SSA have chosen not to, and have 

taken the position that they may engage in unilateral negotiations with the government later. 

Such a stance risks falling into the ‘divide and rule’ trap again. This is an unfortunate situation, 

since they are hindering the first chance to have a nation-wide settlement. If they do not 

participate formally,33 by taking sides with major components of the EAOs - the Nationwide 

Ceasefire Coordination Team (NCCT)34 and do so unreasonably, they cannot contribute 

towards shaping the future of Burma. They jeopardise not just the future of their ethnic group, 

but the future of all peoples within the union.  

There is of course the risk that the ruling regime may launch a decisive assault 

particularly on the UWSA while neutralizing the other EAOs after signing the nationwide 

ceasefire,35 given that the term ‘nationwide’ is vague and it may cover only the EAOs which 

sign the agreement unless the reverse is stated.  

In overviewing the objective of the proposed Agreement from the aspect of the Rule of 

Law, last but not least is its legality. So long as the government continues keeping the status of 

all bar one of the EAOs as illegal, it formally cannot enter into any agreement with them. The 

proposed Agreement would be void and unenforceable. One solution would be, as was the case 

in Sierra Leone, within a period of fourteen days following the signing of the Agreement, the 

EAOs which are parties in the Agreement should have been legalized. 36 

                                                           
32 The Democratic Voice of Burma Television interviewed Nai Hong Sar, the top leader of the Nationwide 

Ceasefire Coordination Team (NCCT), formed by the EAOs.   

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=590074337697737&set=vb.191574990881009&type=2&theater 

33 RCSS/SSA, USWA, NDAA, the All Burma Students’ Democratic Front (ABSDF) and Mai La Democratic 

Group also attended the meeting in Yangon, held on March 5-8, 2014.  
34 (1) The NCCT is mainly initiated by the United Nationalities’ Federal Council (UNFC) which is an umbrella 

organizations for the EAOs. 

    (2) Colonel Sai Hla, from the RCSS/SSA stated that even though his organization does not participate in the 

drafting process, his organization will sign the agreement if it is agreed upon by all EAOs.  

Posted by Kamayut Media on April 7, 2014: http://www.kamayutmedia.com/2014/04/07/writing-nationwide-

ceasefire-pact/ 

35 Supra. Note 21. 
36 Article 19 of the Agreement – newly prepared by the Commander- in-Chief of the government’s Armed 

Forces on Feb 20, 2014 and submitted in the meeting between the governmental authorities and the leaders of the 

EAOs, held in Yangon on March 5-8, 2014 – provides as follows: 

 

     ῝It is agreed upon that the Ethnic Armed Organizations, which sign this agreement, will be cancelled from 

being declared as the unlawful associations.” It should be effective immediately after the signing of the 

Agreement. 

 

       Then, the legal status of the EAOs can be granted and recognized by the government within 14 days under 

the 1988 Law Relating to Forming of Organizations, but not under the 2010 Political Parties’ Registration Act. 

Later, the existence of the armies formed by the EAOs can be legalized after amending the 2008 constitution to 

http://www.kamayutmedia.com/author/april/
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Other Potential Objectives 

“Wishing to abandon armed conflicts which have been effecting all citizens and having 

led to suffering, insecurity and fear, so that trust can be built through all inclusive dialogues in 

order to find solutions for peace,” enshrined in the preamble, may be transformed into one of 

the major objectives.   

There should also be, inter alia, a goal of “facilitating the safe and orderly return of 

refugee families and persons displaced as a result of armed conflict to their original homes and 

lives and guaranteeing their security in the local areas after their return in accordance with 

national laws consistent with the international human rights laws and humanitarian laws.” 

On chapter 2 (Responsibilities of the State)  

Military Maneuvers 

The proposed Ceasefire Agreement needs to go into more detail about what ‘military 

maneuvers’ means and what a ceasefire means for the government. For the avoidance of 

misunderstandings, which are very easy in such a situation, the agreement needs to be very 

specific about what kinds of activities are allowed and prohibited.  

The most obvious would be attacking the armed force of an EAO – that concept should 

not be restricted to just acts of violence, but can include hostile acts such as the movements of 

arms and ammunition without notification to monitoring missions, the construction, 

entrenchments, and extension of military positions within or around the designated cease-fire 

areas, blocking supplies and access to essential facilities such as water, etc.  

What about the laying of landmines, or the detaining of captured members of the armed 

forces of an EAO?  Does it prevent the blocking of humanitarian assistance?  What about acts 

of sabotage or espionage – are these covered under ‘military maneuvers’? One could assume 

that by its silence, the proposed Ceasefire Agreement permits retaliatory enforcement actions 

against civilians suspected of supporting the EAOs, and using the criminal law and process 

against members of the EAOs who come into State custody, at minimum, under the Unlawful 

Association Act.  But clarity in an unstable volatile situation is very much to be desired. 

Even more strikingly, clause 2b) allows the State, within this proposed Ceasefire 

Agreement, the sweeping power to deploy the military in whatever it feels to be ‘necessary for 

the defence of the state and region’. While this is a provision intimately concerned with state 

sovereignty, it is not helpful in the context of building a sustainable peace. 

Demilitarised Zones 

 The proposed Ceasefire Agreement lacks geographic markers and geographic 

parameters. It should provide for the military to be withdrawn from the relevant geographic 

areas, and a buffer or demilitarised zone be set up between the opposing armed forces.  Failure 

                                                           
be in line with federalism or producing a new democratic federal constitution, depending on the future 

agreements arising out of the negotiation processes during the ceasefire.  
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to disengage, including from civilians, and foreseeable events flowing therefrom, appear to 

have been a significant cause of dissent in previous ceasefires. Immediate disengagement seems 

to be critical issue. Only after that, organised re-engagement through confidence measures such 

as working together on the Liaison Offices and the Joint Committees might become meaningful. 

The public administration of the EAOs’ controlled areas 

From this aspect, this agreement is rather confusing. In the interests of strategy and 

stability, it may be best to insist that such administration be the responsibility of the EAOs. It 

appears from the agreement that the government envisages there will be re-establishment of 

State administration throughout the territory. But, this is a ceasefire, and not a surrender to the 

government. It is not reasonable that the Burmese police being solely responsible for law and 

order in the areas of the EAOs (‘rule of law’ seems inappropriately used here for ‘law and 

order’. However, when original Burmese term is translated into English, both versions can be 

applied.)  

 In the circumstances where the EAOs are wanting greater internal self-determination 

within the Union, the Burmese police should be withdrawn from the relevant areas, and law 

and order be made the responsibility of the EAOs, obviously pending final political settlement. 

The police force – be it established by the regime or the EAOs – must be responsible for law 

enforcement in accordance with international human rights standards in the ceasefire areas. 

A further point in relation to criminal acts is that the draft Ceasefire Agreement should 

protect members of the EAOs who just took up arms against the government (without 

committing international crimes) from criminal prosecution. To be clear, Additional Protocol 

II to the Geneva Conventions, which in Article 6(5) recommends amnesty – should be reflected, 

but for mere engagement in armed activities without affecting duties in relation to serious 

breaches of the law of armed conflict. Accountability for crimes is discussed elsewhere in this 

paper. 

Reserving an enormous power to the government 

Clause 2 b) seems to allow the government to procure more weapons under the 

justification of what it determines to be ‘the defense of the state and region’. This is a 

‘clawback’ clause, reserving an enormous power to the government. Notifying the other side, 

which under the terms of this agreement is unable to respond, is hardly going to be sufficiently 

conducive to peacebuilding. Allowing one side to arm itself during a ceasefire, whilst 

preventing the other side from doing the same thing may not be fair. 

Internally Displaced Persons and Refugees 

Clause 2f) is inadequate for dealing with displaced persons and refugees.  There needs 

to be a specific provision about the government’s duties in relation to their humanitarian needs, 

pending a final political settlement.  

What is the significance of clause 2f)? It seems that the government will not allow 

humanitarian agencies access to the EAOs’ areas and it has the monopoly over humanitarian 

assistance. This also means that the government can enter the EAO’s areas on the pretext of 

providing ‘protection and humanitarian assistance to people displaced by natural or man-made 

disasters’. Efforts may be exerted to primarily resolve the explicit issues – such as IDP and 

refugees – arising out of the armed conflicts outright, rather than expanding them into the remit 
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of a ‘man-made disasters’. However, it may extend to cases where there is a need for 

humanitarian assistance in a non-disaster context on the condition that responsibility is taken 

by the EAOs for those victims who reside in their controlled areas. The proposed ceasefire 

agreement’s provisions unduly exclude categories of persons and situations requiring 

humanitarian assistance. 

                On chapter 3 (Responsibilities of the Ethnic Armed Groups) 

 As a general impression, Chapter 3 responsibilities appear to lack symmetry with those 

specified in Chapter 2.  The duties in Chapter 3 seem to be one-sided, more onerous, lacking in 

clarity and repetitive. 

Paragraph 3c, d and e 

 Paragraph 3c) presupposes that “the law” is clear and has general acceptance and 

legitimacy in the eyes of the EAOs.  But such assumption may not be accurate.  Paragraph 3d) 

is vague and seems better suited for discussion as part of the political dialogue. Paragraph 3e) 

should also be matched by a similar cooperation duty in Chapter 2. 

Capability of the EAOs 

The EAOs must actually be capable of meeting the obligations they take on.  That 

assumes they have sufficient command and control of their armed forces to implement the 

agreement, and also the financial means to take on certain tasks. 

Entitlements and Restrictions of the EAOs 

For the avoidance of misunderstandings, the agreement also needs to be clear about 

what the EAOs can and cannot do. Can they, for example, engage in espionage? Can they for 

example, engage in propaganda activities?  

Mutual Disclosure   

Asking for details of force size and weapons is not unreasonable, but it would not be 

unexpected for the EAOs to refuse this, as it reveals their hand at a time when they are 

vulnerable.  However, there is no demobilisation proposed as this stage, so the risks may not be 

that significant. The EAOs may reasonably ask for mutual disclosure. Confidentiality of the 

information could be an issue, and it may be appropriate to require that the information is not 

made public. This matter is a judgement call, not a legal issue.  

Women and Children 

The EAOs must commit to conduct themselves, all things being equal, in accordance 

with the international laws that apply in Burma through the State’s legally binding 

commitments – in particular of the laws of armed conflict and human rights law. They must be 

able to control their forces. Given the reported prevalence of sexual violence and exploitation 

of children, it is essential that there must be provisions addressing the protection of women and 

children. There needs to be a specific provision about the EAOs’ duties in relation to the 

humanitarian needs of victims of war in areas under their control, including the displaced and 

victims of sexual violence, pending a final political settlement. For example, all child soldiers 

must be immediately demobilised and returned home to their families or taken into 

rehabilitation pending return and reintegration. 
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Enforcement of International Law 

The fate of public administration in the EAOs is not clear. If the agreement is that the 

EAOs are engaging in civilian administration including law and order work, it is imperative 

that they abide by international law and international standards for example in relation to use 

of force and firearms in policing.  The EAOs as public administrators must themselves be 

accountable to the law.   

The Defenceless EAOs 

Clause 3h) prevents the EAOs from defending themselves from attack by the 

government’ forces. The concept of attacks justified on grounds of ‘defending the State under 

the command of the (government) military’ means that the government can essentially use any 

pretext to launch such attacks, and the EAOs would be prevented by this agreement from 

responding.  

International Humanitarian Assistance 

Nowhere in the proposed Ceasefire Agreement does the State undertake to grant access 

to international humanitarian assistance agencies and organisations.  The present need for such 

assistance in areas afflicted by conflict is beyond dispute. With regard to efforts by the EAOs 

to enlist the humanitarian assistance of local NGOs and international NGOs (for persons 

displaced by disasters), section 3i seems more geared to hampering than to facilitating such 

efforts: that section seeks to oblige the EAOs to “work hand in hand” with the government 

when communicating with those NGOs and, what is more, to “abide by the existing laws” when 

so doing (cf. comment above: Risk of ceasefire agreement being overridden by “existing laws”). 

There is no undertaking to facilitate international humanitarian assistance and dealings between 

the EAOs and NGOs are restricted by a duty to work hand in hand with the Government and to 

abide by “existing laws”. 

 On chapter 4 (Responsibilities for both the State and the Ceasefire Ethnic 

Organisations) 

Asymmetry of obligations 

Chapter 4 outlines the responsibilities of all parties, whereas the separate 

responsibilities of the State and those of the EAOs are set forth in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. 

It is unclear why various obligations to be applicable to the EAOs do not also apply to the State. 

At least two of these obligations affect, directly or indirectly, the security of local populations 

and should therefore apply to all parties, including the government authorities. This includes 

the obligation “not to demand money and services that will burden the people (section 3d) and 

an obligation not to use land mines (section 3h). Another example of an obligation of 

asymmetric character is found in the authorisation of the Joint Committee on Ceasefire to 

request all necessary information except as “restricted for the State security”. It seems critical 

for the ceasefire to succeed that the body entrusted with its proper implementation is and is 

perceived to be even-handed towards all parties. Therefore, the work of the Joint Committee 

should be conducted with due respect for the security of all parties to the agreement. The 
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obligations under the ceasefire agreement should be reciprocal unless there are compelling 

reasons for the opposite. 

Location of all armed forces 

            The armed forces of whatever side should of course not be locating themselves in or 

around protected sites such as schools, or doing anything to endanger them or the civilians 

that use them. Simply prohibiting making a base in a particular location risks weakening the 

entirely of the protections offered in international law. The agreement should underscore that 

civilians and their property, and the environment, must be protected. 

Limitation on behaviours and speech 

             Paragraph 4f) could be objectionable as having a tendency to interfere with the right 

to freedom of expression.  Perhaps stricter language could be used, e.g. behavior, speech or 

reports that incite violence or public disorder. 

De-mining 

 De-mining is required under the agreement with the exchange of information about the 

location of mines. Cooperation in this area (clause 4 l), should be expressly illustrated through 

exchange of information. De-mining of agricultural lands and civilian areas shall be listed as a 

priority. Verification of de-mining matters with a certain role for the Liaison Offices and Joint 

Committee may be provided in the agreement as it does not appear so from the relevant 

chapters. 

                                On chapter 5 (Opening the Liaison Offices) 

Monitoring  

Monitoring is normally an important confidence building. But it needs a breathing 

space, such as sequencing and disengagement as a first step. Then, the agreement needs to state 

specifically what the function of the Liaison Offices and other mechanisms is to be, how they 

and the assigned officers are to operate, work together, etc. Clear protocols are essential, 

including in the sharing of information with each other and working alongside each other. It 

needs to be spelled out here.  

On chapter 6 (The opportunities for humanitarian assistance) and  

Chapter 7 (To protect human rights)  

The ceasefire agreement should contain a cohesive provision embracing promotion and 

protection of all internationally recognized human rights. From this aspect, the provisions in 

the government’s proposed Ceasefire Agreement are inadequate for an ordinary situation let 

alone for dealing with the scale of the humanitarian issues in relation to the armed conflict and 

the disputes that lie at the heart of it.  

Human Rights 

The government needs to be clearly held to all Burma’s international treaty obligations, 

under the laws of armed conflict as well as human rights law. The agreement needs to specify 

that the State has the duty not just to not commit, but also to prevent and to protect human 

rights. Given the reported prevalence of sexual violence and exploitation of children in the 
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course of the struggle, it is essential that there must be concrete provisions addressing the 

protection of women and children already at this ceasefire stage. For example, all child soldiers 

must be immediately demobilised and returned home to their families or taken into 

rehabilitation pending return and reintegration.  Sufficient protection for the victims of war 

should be included here.  Of course, these laws and rights must also be respected by the EAOs, 

even if formally they are not bound by international law in the way that the State is. 

 

A critical gap here is an outright prohibition on attacks on civilians and violations of 

human rights during the ceasefire. The agreement must impose a clear obligation on the parties 

to take immediate and prompt action within the law against anyone, civilian or military, who 

engages in such acts.  

Monitoring missions to be set up under this agreement should also monitor the human 

rights situation, particularly in the designated areas provided for in the Agreement, and provide 

necessary assistance to all victims of human rights abuses.   

Humanitarian assistance  

 Section 6.7 confers on the parties a duty to cooperate in providing humanitarian 

assistance to IDPs. These two promises to help IDPs appear vague and lack specifics.  To 

engender confidence and commitment, more detailed provisions on both the nature of the 

cooperation and the assistance should be specified while a definition of “IDPs” be made.  
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A comprehensive bill of rights is hardly appropriate in a ceasefire agreement. However, 

the obligations of the parties at this critical juncture, which is neither an ‘emergency’ nor 

‘peacetime’, need to be clearly laid out as do the entitlements of civilians, especially the victims 

of the armed conflict and those particularly vulnerable groups such as children, women and the 

elderly. The well-being of civilians should be at the centre of this. Both parties may commit to 

creating conditions, which would guarantee security for all people particularly in the war torn 

areas negatively affected by the armed conflicts, in a way that measures for the Rule of Law 

are implemented. Only then, it will facilitate the return of refugees and resettlement of displaced 

persons effectively. 

The Role of National and International NGOs  

The lull in fighting can allow space for regular criminal activity and much repression 

including revenge attacks and exploitation, and the agreement needs to be alive to that. What is 

to happen in relation to human rights violations during the ceasefire, for example sexual 

violence, arbitrary arrest, torture in custody or disappearances?  

One way to focus attention on the parties in this matter is to include a role for NGOs 

and monitors (this of course presupposes freedom of movement of civilians and freedom of 

expression, from both the State and the EAOs). It also links to the role of law enforcement in 

the EAO areas, previously discussed. 

Seeking Criminal Accountability  

It may not be politically possible to agree anything specific about criminal 

accountability at this stage, although it must be dealt with in the near future. Raising that issue 

in any dialogue process will facilitate the Rule of Law and, may to a certain extent prevent the 

repeated heinous crimes, which have been occurring particularly in the ethnic areas. The State 
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has long been under international obligations in the matter of international crimes and serious 

violations of international human rights law; the EAOs too have obligations.  

Both sides benefit from an approach that strengthens Rule of Law. By implementing its 

international obligations, the new regime led by the President Thein Sein can prove that it is 

different from the former military regimes. EAO credibility can be boosted by a pro-active 

approach. The EAOs should make every effort to preserve evidence of criminality, assist with 

documentation, safety of victims and witnesses, and assist private efforts at fact-finding. They 

should enforce the law within areas under their control when new criminality occurs.    

Peoples’ Rights to their Natural Resources 

The Agreement needs to reflect the significance of economic development in the EAOs 

areas and the need to protect the right to self-determination including over natural resources. 

Importantly, ordinary people should be protected from both the government and the EAOs in 

this regard. A ceasefire provides the space and opportunity for careful and considered economic 

development whilst protecting the peoples’ rights to their natural resources, but that depends 

on responsible governance in the EAOs, which must be prioritised. 

  In order to build a free and united society, the people who return must have the right 

to reclaim their former lands and engage in occupations they were forced to give up during the 

fighting. They must be protected by law and order as they try to restore their former way of 

life.  However, so long as the military claims and uses the lands for their own purposes, a civil, 

law-abiding society cannot be restored and thrive. 

                   On chapter 8 (The Joint Committee for Ceasefire) 

The ceasefire should be monitored by independent actors 

Chapter 8 seeks to establish a Joint Committee for Ceasefire composed of 

representatives of the parties as well as “respected persons”. The Committee shall “coordinate 

and ensure” adherence to the agreement (section 11). There is neither specification of the 

number of Committee members, the apportionment of seats among the parties and the 

“respected persons” nor any provision regarding quorum or whether decisions are to be taken 

by vote, acclamation or consensus.  Unless such decision-making modalities are specified, the 

Committee cannot be expected to carry out the central role contemplated for it in implementing 

the ceasefire. Needless to say, in the absence of a body capable of exercising that role, there is 

a risk that one or more of the parties will endeavour to fill the decisional vacuum by unilaterally 

acting in ways that could undermine the ceasefire.  

Actually, the parties should consider establishing a monitoring body wholly 

independent of the parties themselves. The use of independent monitors of ceasefires appears 

to be the most common model applied today and is of particular utility in cases where the parties 

are not on an equal footing and where their relationship is characterized by mistrust. An 

independent monitoring body is also best suited to deal objectively with complaints of ceasefire 

breaches. 

A monitoring mission requires clear rules to govern decision-making, the risk otherwise 

being that one or more of the parties will act on their own in ways that could jeopardize the 

ceasefire. An independent monitoring mission offers clear advantages over one composed of 
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the parties themselves and the parties should therefore explore what possibilities exist for the 

United Nations, individual states or other appropriate entities to monitor the ceasefire. 

In the light of the sorry history of failed ceasefires in Burma, it may be better if a 

supervision mechanism, something like a ‘Crisis Management Board,’ an example of which is 

found in the Indonesia-GAM accord, be set up, in addition to monitoring missions in various 

geographical and administrative levels. To this end, both sides may agree upon a comprehensive 

dispute settlement procedure by which actions can be taken step by step, commencing from 

negotiations. Whenever there are clashes between the forces, necessitating immediate action, 

or when there is any serious dispute which cannot be resolved by monitoring missions, the 

Crisis Management Board could play a significant role. Its resolution should be binding on all 

parties in conflict and it should also be final and conclusive.  

Provisions for dealing with unforeseen circumstances are lacking 

The proposed ceasefire agreement lacks provisions for dealing with unforeseen 

circumstances that might arise during implementation. Circumstances which the parties have 

not contemplated, and therefore not made provision for in the agreement, run the risk of being 

addressed unilaterally by one or more of the parties with a breakdown of the ceasefire as a 

possible consequence. Therefore, the ceasefire agreement should provide for an amendment 

procedure enabling the parties to deal with problems that arise during the period of 

implementation. Moreover, the ceasefire agreement should embody a mechanism by which the 

parties could meet to discuss problems of implementation on a periodic and/or ad hoc basis.  

The enforcement/ implementation measures 

 Both parties in agreement should insist on the language of the agreement being made 

more specific (in both Burmese language and English versions), the details to be fleshed out 

better, and the enforcement/ implementation measures spelt out more clearly.  Crucially, they 

should insist on a respected third party - ideally outside Burma such as the UN, EU, ASEAN, 

and the neighbouring countries - to be made responsible for oversight of the implementation 

and for arbitration or mediation of all disputes that may arise during implementation.  This is 

particularly important because Burma does not yet have a properly functioning, independent, 

judiciary to whom disputes can be referred. 

The best prospects for a sustainable ceasefire exist if the agreement enables the parties 

to collectively deal with unforeseen circumstances through an amendment procedure and a 

consultation process. Having said that, the aim should be for the ceasefire agreement to lead to 

comprehensive peace negotiations. 

While the Joint Committee should be a critical aspect of making the ceasefire work, not 

least as a confidence-building mechanism, the relevant provisions are perilously vague. Who is 

it answerable to? Where does the funding for this body come from? What about logistics and 

support? The membership of this committee obviously needs to be clearly regulated down to 

the number from each side, as do the mechanics of decision-making (unanimity? bare majority? 

consensus?) and enforcing compliance, etc.  

The roles given to the Union Peace-making Work Committee and the Union Peace-

making Central Committee are controversial. It would be more conducive to an effective 

ceasefire to build in a role for military observers from ASEAN states to serve as independent 

ceasefire monitors, and facilitate the process of confidence and peace building (recalling Article 
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52 of the United Nations Charter concerning regional arrangements, and the new ASEAN 

Charter).  

Chapter 9 (Convening Political Dialogues)  

This chapter is feeble and vague. At the very least, a clear timetable and a set of 

procedures are required, otherwise this could just stall.  There need to be targets and benchmarks 

for measuring the progress towards arriving at a comprehensive solution to the long running 

disputes. While attending to the danger of empty words and rhetoric, the parties can agree to 

certain principles under which they will be conducting themselves, such as Rule of Law, 

equality, human rights, and an inclusive process that has a meaningful role for women. Surely 

commitment to lasting peace, security, normalisation and stability is something that can be 

agreed. Injecting some agreed values into the process from the first concrete step is valuable, 

which is what the ceasefire should be seen as, as a conducive step to building confidence 

between the parties. 

Chapter 10 – The right to sign at a later stage 

 Reference to “the ethnic armed organisations” signing the agreement gives rise to 

confusion as to who are the parties to the agreement. The title suggests it is an agreement with 

only two parties and it is reasonable. One should be the government, as elaborated on page 2 of 

this paper, whilst another is the EAOs. From the aspect of the latter, will they sign the 

Agreement as a collective body representing the interests of different organizations who are 

members of this body (whose membership may vary from time to time)? Otherwise, will 

different individual ethnic armed organisations sign the Agreement separately?  This needs to 

be made clear in the document. 

On Chapter 11 – Approval from the Union Parliament 

 Paragraph 19 is also unclear.  Even though the government signs the agreement, it is not 

binding from that point on. This would mean that the agreement is only binding after the 

Parliament approves it; and if not, it is worthless. Accordingly, it appears that all the dialogue 

processes will end within the existing legal framework, centering on the 2008 Constitution and 

the respective state institutions established on it. It deters open and frank negotiations which 

might seek underlying issues surrounding civil war.  

On Chapter 13 – Effect of the Pact 

The entry into force provision needs to be clarified – saying it is ‘effective from the date 

it is signed’ leaves a 24 hour window of uncertainty at the most unstable of times. It should 

either be effective from signature or 24 hours after signature.  The EAOs should consider the 

issue of timeframes – how long will this ceasefire last, and can this be linked into a timetable 

for the political dialogue.  An open-ended agreement like this risks stagnation. 
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Other Comments 

Time Frame 

A vague and open-ended agreement, without a precise timeframe, facilitates drifting by 

the parties. It should also be expressly stated that the parties are to cease actions prohibited by 

the proposed Ceasefire Agreement by a specified date, and no later than the date of the signing 

of the agreement. This ceasefire needs a calendar for implementation and it needs to be 

staggered with realistic timelines by which certain things can be achieved, counting from the 

formal signing of the ceasefire. Probably all of these issues can be clarified in an annex on 

annex of agreed common terms and what they mean, which would keep the core agreement 

simple. 

Gender Sensitivity 

This draft agreement lacks gender sensitivity. A throwaway provision about women in 

chapter 7 does not detract from that. Since 2000, when the United Nations Security Council 

unanimously adopted Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace and Security, international consensus 

has developed around the need to involve women in peace processes in order for peace building 

to be sustainable. The proposed Ceasefire Agreement needs to work in a role for women not 

just to be protected,37 but to have a meaningful and proactive role in this and future peace 

seeking and making processes.  

Contradiction between this Agreement and the previous ones 

This Agreement should not keep all earlier ceasefires alive nor should it abrogate them 

simply because of the emergence of this Agreement. If a previous agreement – in whole or in 

part – is contrary to this agreement, the former should be null and void. The individual pre-

existing ceasefires divided the EAOs, whereas this single agreement would unite them 

(assuming those currently outside the process do join).  The EAOs will surely be aware that 

keeping the existing agreements alive may be part of a ‘divide and rule’ strategy. 

The Input of the People 

              Leadership is of high priority, but it cannot be a license for a few persons to act in the 

name of all, especially given the problems of democracy in Burma. All citizens do need to have 

a say, there needs eventually to be a national dialogue coming out of the space created by the 

ceasefire. Those who wish to stop the fighting, and want to achieve freedom, equality and peace 

to establish a democratic society need to be heard.  

                     Civil War, Multiculturalism and New Challenging Issues of Society 

Burma is just beginning to feel the impact of migration of workers from near and far 

while traditional employment in agriculture, forestry, domestic and technical labour is new for 

the population of Burma and at the same time is attracting new labourers from nearby states to 

challenge the local employees. While Burma is like many new developing states it is different 

in several ways. It has a multicultural, largely mixed population, mainly in rural areas where 

internal wars continue even after 50 years of fighting. 

                                                           
37 http://womenofburma.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/SameImpunitySamePattern_English-final.pdf 

    http://www.burmalink.org/un-secretary-general-demands-sexual-violence-investigation/ 

http://womenofburma.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/SameImpunitySamePattern_English-final.pdf
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The natural resources of Burma attract foreign investors and their development 

challenges life in the countryside where traditionally agriculture was the main occupation. 

Foreigners are coming to Burma to take management and skilled jobs which in most cases 

Burmese are not yet equipped to do, but shortly that will change as education expands, young 

people will get out of school better educated than existing workers and the local population will 

gradually find two kinds of competition: Foreign workers with skills and young Burmese 

emerging from schools. This will provoke competition and disruption. There are other similar 

kinds of problems in other forms of occupation. Most will be worked out as they have been in 

other countries which went through this same process. But the problem of multiculturalism is a 

more complicated one. Not only is this a society of unrest in many areas, but open competition, 

and this is likely to challenge the opportunity of the Burmese to emerge in their own 

development for the openness of the country makes it an inviting target for workers from abroad 

to seek labour.  

Everything that is a challenge does not come from abroad. Burmese women are just 

beginning to be educated to the point where they can take management jobs and other skilled 

employment from which they were formerly excluded  and monopolized by local men. This is 

going to change the nature of Burmese social life and some countries which are in a similar 

position have not been able to handle it very well. There are endless problems which are 

beginning to show and be felt. While the newspapers feature the disputes and fighting between 

the ethnic minorities and religious minorities they also point out the constant movement of new 

people into Burma to fill the gap in employment. Investors from abroad see natural resources 

and the absence of modern technology in the equipment and the ability of their people so that 

the problem is going to increase as Burma reaches a higher plateau of development. In sum, 

Burma is not entering an ideal period but rather one that is challenged by the changes that are 

coming or are already there. 

A Conclusive Analysis  

 Despite the so-called democratic transition in Burma, the Army still assumes political 

power over the country in terms of not only an institutional entity38 but also in its practical 

operations.39 This negatively influences all peace processes as the State President is effectively 

under the control of the army Commander-in-Chief.40   

A speech delivered by Senior General Min Aung Hlaing – the C- in- C of the Army– on 

the Armed Forces day March 27, 2014, might have caused the expectation of the ethnic 

nationalities – particularly the EAOs which want to develop the peace-seeking processes – to 

wane.  He repeatedly outlined his Armed Forces as the Union Army, highlighting that it has 

been constituted by various ethnic nationalities. This was an implied denial of the proposal put 

                                                           
38 As per Article 201 of the 2008 Constitution, the National Defense and Security Council (NDSC) – the supreme 

institution of the State, provided for in the Executive Chapter – is composed of the 6 incumbent army officials, 

headed by the Commander-in-Chief, and the 5 civilian leaders; the military outnumbers the civilians; and, as such, 

for every crucial issue regarding the country, the decision of the army officials permanently prevails over the 

civilian leaders.    
39 The practical formation of the NDSC has exacerbated the situation given that out of 5 – which are supposed to 

be civilian leaders – only one who is taking the position of the Vice-President is a genuine civilian leader and the 

remaining four are those who changed their army uniforms to civilian dress.   
40 General Gam Shawng – the Commander-in-Chief of the KIA – stated that the most powerful military offensives 

against the KIA were launched by the Armed Forces of the ruling regime, only after President Thein Sein publicly 

declared by saying that he had ordered his army to cease fighting on January 19, 2013.   
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forward by the EAOs to form a Federal Army, to be constituted not only by the government’s 

armed forces but also theirs.41 

 

Nai Hong Sar, Top leader of the NCCT which represents the EAOs:      Senior General Min Aung Hlaing 

Senior General Min Aung Hlaing may be right to a certain extent given that, apart from 

Myanmar, other non-Myanmar ethnic nationalities are also included in the national Army. 

However, his position cannot be entirely upheld. First, in the national Army, the Myanmar 

nationality constitutes an absolute majority whereas non-Myanmar ethnic nationalities are a 

tiny minority. Second, many high ranking army officials, who are non-Myanmar ethnic 

nationalities, were sacked one by one since the independence of Burma and now almost all top 

army officials, who are colonel in rank and above, are Myanmar nationalities. Third, and most 

importantly, those non-Myanmar ethnic nationalities, who have joined the national Army 

individually, are not to be regarded as representatives of their ethnic groups simply because of 

the accident of birth nor do they have any opportunity to express their opinion on behalf of the 

latter, except the strict observance of order provided by the hierarchical officials of the Armed 

Forces.  

If the representatives of the Hluttaw, the government and the Armed Forces – who 

would participate in the joint committee to be operated in conjunction with the leaders of the 

EAOs for production of a new agreement – agree with Sen. Gen. Min Aung Hlaing, it is 

doubtful whether the forthcoming peace-seeking processes will be fruitful.  

The existence of various armed groups in a medium-sized country like Burma obviously 

is destabilising not only for people in Burma but also for the regional and international 

community. Furthermore, history has proven that, as far as the existence of the EAOs is 

concerned, a policy of unconditional surrender practiced by the successive ruling regimes, 

regardless of whether they were democratic or authoritarian, utterly failed as they dealt with the 

EAOs with the supposition that they themselves were a legitimate government but their 

counterparts were illegal rebels.  

This legality issue should be probed from the aspect of the Rule of Law, which 

underlines, inter alia, seeking criminal accountability. It can be contrasted with simple legality 

which can be claimed by any ruler who gains power by entrenching his military might.  

In order to scrutinize this underlying issue in depth, the focus of attention should be 

shifted as well. What about the status of the incumbent Armed Forces, currently headed by Min 

Aung Hlaing, as C- in- C? Is its existence legal? Is it legitimate? In regard to the armed groups, 

what are the deciding factors which make them legal or illegal, or go to legitimacy? Should a 

                                                           
41 http://www.mmtimes.com/index.php/national-news/8918-unfc-daw-suu-agree-on-federal-army-plan.html 

http://burma.irrawaddy.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Naing-Han-Thar.jpg
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dictator or an authoritarian regime or a terrorist group be able to recruit a large number of armed 

forces, equipped with the most modern weapons in the world, would it be legal?  

In 2007, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) publicly announced that 

there were serious violations against international humanitarian law, including the Geneva 

Conventions, in Burma. Amnesty International issued a report in 2008, highlighting that a 

human rights emergency has been occurring in the form of a military offensive by the Armed 

Forces of the military regime (tatmadaw) waged against ethnic Karen civilians in Kayin (Karen) 

State and Bago (Pagu) Division. Over 3,000 villages in ethnic minority states were forcefully 

relocated between 1996 and 2006. 

           The Internally Displaced Persons and Children within the ethnic Karen and Karenni areas 

 

In March 2010, the UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights situation in Myanmar, 

Mr. Tomas OJ Quintana, submitted a report, stating that human rights violations in Burma are 

likely crimes against humanity and/or war crimes and the UN institutions should form a 

commission of inquiry (COI). These international crimes were allegedly committed by the 

Armed Forces of the ruling regime. In contrast, even though some EAOs might have committed 

violations of domestic law, it appears that these have not amounted to international crimes, such 

as crimes against humanity, war crimes or genocide. Who has the legitimacy in this situation? 

The Armed Forces of the ruling regime on the one hand, or the EAOs who defend and protect 

their respective ethnic nationalities? Wherein lies Rule of Law – with national armed forces 

empowered by the Constitution who behave this way, or with those who are illegitimately-

created by the standards of the Constitution, but stand for values and rights that are trampled 

on?  

As indicated at the outset, the draft Agreement – instead of being a mere ceasefire – 

could include some statements that would demonstrate, from the start, a commitment to the 

Rule of Law upon which human rights may be protected. This could be in the form of a 

preamble that provides that a genuine federal union should be established, equal rights and self-

determination of the ethnic constituent units must be guaranteed; a mechanism for sharing of 

natural resources, which cause ignition of fighting, should be instituted; the existence and 

operation of the EAOs must be legalized; and, justice for the victims of the civil war should be 

sought. However, it is recognised that the fine details would be premature in such an agreement; 

what is being suggested is simply a good faith signposting of issues that need to be taken up in 

later negotiations. 

The concern of Sen. Gen. Min Aung Hlaing for non-disintegration of the Union, 

reflected in his abovementioned speech, is to some extent understandable. No State, no regime, 

would want to see the country disintegrate. On the other, his speech itself has tended to 
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disintegration of the Union given that he defended the previous military coups occurred in 

Burma in 1962 and 1988, by claiming that the Armed Forces (Tatmadaw) protected the country. 

Such rhetoric drives the regime’s opponents further and further away, as it signals that 

negotiation and compromise are impossible. As a matter of fact, those military coups 

undoubtedly denied not only the equal rights and self-determination of non-Myanmar ethnic 

nationalities but also the democratic rights of the general public and ended in vicious circles of 

bloodshed rather than seeking reasonable political solutions.  

Sen. Gen Min Aung Hlaing is recorded as having urged the political parties as well as 

people to make efforts to amend the 2008 Constitution only in line with its legal framework, 

and this has negatively influenced the ongoing negotiation processes taking place between the 

ruling regime and the EAOs. To amend the instrumental structure of the 2008 Constitution is 

practically impossible as its amendment procedure has two steps: first, it needs the prior 

approval of more than seventy-five percent of all the representatives of the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, 

the highest legislative body; second, the Constitution shall be amended only with the votes of 

more than half of those who are eligible to vote in a nation-wide referendum.42 

In terms of the first step, as in the present Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, the majority seats of the 

MPs have already been occupied with the members of the Union Solidarity and Development 

Party (USDP), which was formed primarily with the former army officials, making it  

impossible to get the prior approval of 75 percent; and it will only be an unrealistic expectation 

to get the prior approval of more than 75 percent given that the army officials still in service 

occupy 25 percent of all seats permanently, effectively enjoying a minority veto. 

In terms of the second step, what is noteworthy is that in a nation-wide referendum, the 

deciding factor is not the votes of more than half of those who are present on voting day, but 

those who are eligible to vote. Even to get the votes of more than half of those who are present 

on voting day has been a daunting task. As such, to get the votes of more than half of those who 

are eligible to vote will merely be a myth, given the previous experience of the elections with 

allegations of rigging in 2010.  

In conclusion, Sen. Gen Min Aung Hlaing, the C- in- C of the Armed Forces, impliedly 

and apparently indicates that to amend the instrumental structure of the 2008 Constitution is 

unacceptable; as a result, there is an insurmountable barrier for the negotiators in both parties 

to produce a reasonable Agreement which might pave the way for achievement of genuine 

peace. The only alternative to resolve it is to draw up a new democratic federal constitution in 

which equal rights and self-determination of the ethnic states are guaranteed.  

In fact, Burma needs to learn the lesson from the democratic transition in South Africa 

which took place in 1994 in which the then existing Constitution of country, which was 

provided for in 1983, was set aside by both parties and a new constitution was produced after 

political negotiation.   

 

 

 

                                                           
42 The Article 436 of the 2008 Constitution. 
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Recommendations                                                                              

 The principle – “Prevention is better than cure.” – is correct not only in the medical 

arena but also in the spectrum of regional politics as well as international law vis-à-vis world 

peace. As far as Burma is concerned, the challenging issue – surrounding equal rights and self-

determination of all ethnic nationalities and their respective states – has vividly arisen more 

than ever; and, if it cannot be resolved fairly, justly and transparently by peaceful political 

means with the underpinning of the Rule of Law, negative consequences may not be 

circumvented. 

Secession is a nightmare scenario for Burma, and a policy that has not been pursued by 

the leadership of the EAOs in all the years of fighting. However, the secessionist discourse is 

starting to be heard, amongst younger members of the ethnic communities who are frustrated 

and see no future within the Union, particularly with the government demanding total surrender 

from the EAOs and their disbandment. 43 Certain ethnic youths’ community has started to make 

statements about ‘secession’, enunciating that the government should not force the ethnic 

nationalities to continue living in the union ‘notwithstanding hunger of the latter’ [direct 

translation]; and, secession is their intrinsic right.44 This is a trend that needs to be addressed, 

and a comprehensive peace accord that is actually implemented is the way to create confidence 

in the union, and in the goodwill of all sides to living together.  

At time of writing, under the so-called process for transition to democracy, the 

involvement of the international community is still inconsequential in relation to the peace 

process. To date, the EU’s contribution to the ruling regime and the Myanmar45 Peace Centre 

(MPC) - a total of 30 million euro, about $38 million in 2013 - appears extravagant given that 

the yield was negligible.46   

The international community needs to be engaged with Burma, but in a principled way. 

It needs to assist the Burmese with resolving the underlying issues surrounding peace from the 

aspect of genuine principles of the Rule of Law, international law, human rights law and 

humanitarian laws. It needs to attend to regional geopolitics, on one hand, and to the will of the 

ethnic nationalities to establish a genuine federal union, on the other. It needs to exert pressure 

on the government to commit to a dialogue that begins with a ceasefire that enshrines core 

principles that will be taken further in peace negotiations. Only then may violence and war be 

averted; human rights be enjoyed; and as a result, not only peace in Burma and in the region, 

but also achievement of world peace will be facilitated to a certain extent.  

To this end, the following recommendations are proposed as fundamental guiding 

principles to assist the parties in firstly reaching a ceasefire, and then a lasting peace agreement. 

 

                                                           
43 Statement made by Nai Hong Sar, the top leader of the negotiation team NCCT, formed by the EAOs, on 

March 14, 2014.  All statements must be sourced. 
44 Statement of Htin Aung Linn; in the debate program of the Democratic Voice of Burma (Burmese Television) 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=293542324132115&set=vb.139196579566691&type=2&theater 
45 Here the MPC uses the term Myanmar as the name of the country. 
46 Leaders of the NCCT – the representative group of the EAOs – and the leaders of the NBF – Alliance of the 

20 ethnic political parties – stated on March 11, 2014 that they no longer believe in the Myanmar Peace Centre 

(MPC).  
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Human Rights 

1. Protection and promotion of all internationally recognized human rights should 

be placed at the centre of all operations to seek and build peace.  The agreement 

should contain a cohesive provision embracing rights with the statement that the 

government has the duty not only to not commit to, but also to prevent violations 

and to safeguard human rights.  Monitoring missions to be set up under this 

agreement should also monitor the human rights situation. 

The Rule of Law 

2. A transparent and accountable society be established on the basis of the Rule of 

Law (not rule by law) and both parties abide by international law and 

international standards. 

 

People at the Centre  

3. The security of local populations should be of top priority. 

 

4. The armed forces of whatever side should not be present or stationed in or 

around protected sites such as schools, hospitals, homes, camps, etc. or doing 

anything to endanger them or the civilians that use them. 

 

5. De-mining of agricultural lands and civilian areas shall be listed as a priority. 

 

6. The symmetric obligations of the parties need to be clearly laid out as do the 

entitlements of civilians, especially the victims of the armed conflict and those 

particularly vulnerable groups such as children, women and the elderly.   The 

well-being of civilians should be at the centre of this agreement. 

Humanitarian Assistance 

7. The parties shall undertake to grant access for international humanitarian 

assistance agencies and organisations; and, to this end, dealings between the 

EAOs and NGOs shall not be restricted by any means.  

Federal Union 

8. Commitment of President Thein Sein, publicly made on March 29, 2014, to 

establish a union with a special focus on ‘federalism’ as well as ‘equal rights of 

all ethnic nationalities’ should be mentioned in the agreement, including, inter 

alia, a few basic underlying principles such as formation of a federal union 

merely with ethnic states, as constituent units, which would exercise equal rights 

and self-determination. 

 

9. The 2008 Constitution should be amended, at minimum, in line with the 

abovementioned principles, or a new federal constitution be drawn up. 
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10. The equal rights and self-determination of all ethnic nationalities – Myanmar as 

well as non-Myanmar nationalities – should be guaranteed in the State 

Constitution and other laws.  

Seeking Legal Status 

11. Instead of attempting to negate each other’s existence, both parties should find 

ways to establish peaceful co-existence and to generate trust in a way, among 

others, that one another’s legal status is recognized and realized within a limited 

time period. 

 

12. The Agreement needs to reflect the significance of economic development in the 

EAOs areas and the need to protect the right to self-determination including over 

natural resources, protecting the peoples’ rights to their natural resources should 

be prioritised. 

 

Commission for the Management of Strategic Resources 

13. Exploitation of natural resources has engendered much controversies, resulting 

in violent armed conflicts. To deter repeated fighting during the peace-seeking 

process even under a formal nationwide ceasefire, it is imperative to form an 

authorized commission for the management of strategic resources, as was the 

case in Sierra Leone.47  

Convening Political Dialogue 

14. A clear timetable, a set of procedures, targets and benchmarks for measuring the 

progress are required. 

The Important Role of Women 

15. Involvement of women in peace processes must be sustainable, not just to be 

protected, but to have a meaningful and proactive role in this and future peace 

seeking and making processes.  

Frank and Meaningful Negotiations to Address Underlying Issues 

16. All the dialogue processes should not be restricted to only the existing legal 

framework, centering on the 2008 Constitution and the respective state 

institutions established on it. 

Time Frame 

17. This ceasefire needs a calendar for implementation and it needs to be staggered 

with realistic timelines. 

Contradiction between this Agreement and the previous ones 

18. This agreement should not keep all earlier ceasefires alive nor should it abrogate 

them simply because of the emergence of this Agreement. If a previous 

agreement – in whole or in part – is contrary to this agreement, the former should 

                                                           
47 Article 7 of Peace Agreement between the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front of 

Sierra Leon: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5uXEhFP_PLIRkJsdTItUGNUOEU/edit?usp=sharing 
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be null and void.  In other words, existing agreements continue only in so far as 

they are no inconsistent with the new agreement, in which case the terms of the 

new agreement have effect over the terms of any previous agreement. 

Ceasefire Monitoring and Supervision Mechanism  

19. The ceasefire should be monitored by independent actors and the enforcement/ 

implementation measures spelt out more clearly, insisting on a respected third 

party from the international community. 

 

20. The function of the Liaison Offices and other mechanisms and duties of the 

assigned officers should be stated specifically. 

 

21. A supervision mechanism, such as a ‘Crisis Management Board,’ should be set 

up, in addition to monitoring missions in various geographical and 

administrative levels. 

There is no question that the military stands above the people and makes the rules and 

gives the orders. This is only going to antagonize the men and women who are putting their 

lives on the line to win democracy in Burma. There must be a recognition that they are all on 

the same side, regardless of their rank, they are all the same – people who want democracy, 

peace and freedom. The best way to move in that direction is to establish an equal society. 

People will do the jobs and they will if leadership respects them and listens to what they want 

or have to say. 

                                                  Compiled by  
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New Jersey, USA 
Email: josefsilverstein@gmail.com  

Simon Young 

Prof. of Law and Barrister 

University of Hong Kong 

Hong Kong 
Email: snmyoung@hku.hk  

Aung Htoo 

Human Rights Lawyer  

Founder, Legal Aid Network 

Burma 
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Dr. Venkat Iyer 
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